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All letters have their origin in basic one-dimensional geometric shapes. Students are 
expected to know these shapes by the end of Kindergarten.   The sequence of learning 
geometric shapes is:  

Early Kindergarten Shapes Mid-year Kindergarten Shapes 

 vertical lines

 horizontal lines

 horizontal and vertical
crossed lines

 squares

 rectangles

 circles, half-circles and ovals

 diagonal lines top left to
bottom right

 diagonal lines top right to
bottom left

 crossed diagonal lines

 triangles

 curls

Recognizing and drawing shapes is a multi-step process including: 

 naming

 recognizing

 matching

 tracing

 copying

 drawing from memory

Recognizing and visualizing shapes precedes the ability to draw the shape. 

The Resource includes several fun activities to help students recognize and draw these 
basic one-dimensional geometric shapes.   These pre-printing shapes teach students the 
shapes and the stroke direction required to make each shape. All letters combine the 
lines and strokes of the basic geometrical shapes.  

Samples of these activities are shown below. Students are ready to move on to printing 
when they can recognize and draw these one-dimensional geometric shapes. 

The first five pages of this section introduce the student to the following ten basic 
geometric shapes: 
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 vertical and horizontal lines

 squares and rectangles

 isosceles and right-angle triangles

 diagonal and curved lines

 circles and ovals

For each shape, there is a: 

 brief description

 sample (“see”)

 copy for tracing (“trace”)

 picture showing the shape

 space for drawing the shape

The students can have fun filling the empty 
box with multiple versions – long, short, big, 
small, fat, thin or multi-coloured- and they 
can put the shape within the shape.    

With this exercise, the students will demonstrate their ability to reproduce the shapes. 

To help students recognize the geometric shapes, the material includes three pages of 
outlined versions of each basic geometric shape within squares, each page serving a 
different purpose. The black dot in the top right-hand corner of each square indicates 
which side is up. 

The squares on the first page contain an outline of the 
shape with the name of the shape. While learning the 
shapes, students can decorate and colour the: 

 shape (the space inside the black outline)

 space inside the shape and

 space outside the shape.

The squares on the second page contain the same shape outline, but each shape 
is a distinct colour.  Print multiple copies of this page, and 
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 cut up the pages into the squares;

 mix up the shapes on the table;

 have the students name and sort the cut-up
squares into piles by shape (with the dot at
the top right-hand corner).

With this version of this exercise, the students 
have two cues to work with – the colour and 
the shape.  

The squares on this page contain the same shape 
outline, but each shape is the same colour. Again, print 
multiple copies of this page and 

 cut up the pages into the squares.

 mix up the shapes on the table.

 have the students name and sort the cut-up
squares into piles by shape (with the dot at
the top right-hand corner).

With this version of the exercise, the students only have 
the shape to work with to sort the squares.  

The last two pages in this series are shape-matching exercises where the 
students must identify the shape in a row of different shapes.   

The first exercise provides the shape and name, and the second only provides 
the name.  
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Finger tracing shapes on paper, in the air, on the table 
or in sand (or other pliable material) is a good first step 
in learning shapes.     

This section focuses on the geometric shapes that 
underlie the Italic letter forms and how they are drawn 
as letters. 

One finger tracing page is provided. The red dots in the 
shapes signify the starting point, and the red arrows 
represent the direction the finger moves when tracing 
the shapes.   

Finger tracing from the starting point and the direction 
shown will start the muscle memory needed for 
printing the letters based on these shapes.  

The students draw each geometric shape by connecting the dots on these pages. This 
activity requires the student to join a red dot to a black dot – starting at the red dot. This 
exercise allows students to practice starting and stopping at specific locations, a 
necessary skill for printing.    

There are six connect-the-dot pages for students to 
create:  

 vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines

 squares, rectangles and triangles

 crossed and connected diagonal lines

 half-circles

 arcade curls

 garland curls

F

These pages provide activities for students to progress in drawing geometric shapes by: 

 drawing the lines within an outline of each shape,

 tracing the lines that form the shape,

 drawing the shapes by looking at a reference, and

 drawing the shapes from memory.
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The geometric shapes on these pages correspond to the strokes used in print and 

cursive Italic writing. They include:  

 vertical and horizontal lines

 squares and rectangles

 diagonal lines - left to right and right to left

 capital a shape and the v shape

 diagonal cross (x shape)

 circles and ovals

 half-circles (right to left and left to right)

 arcade curls

 garland curls

One set has 1.5-inch (38 mm) squares for the younger students, and the second set has 
1-inch (25 mm) squares for the older students.  

Use these practice pages to prepare students to print the lowercase and uppercase 
letters and as warm-up exercises before a print or cursive writing lesson.  

Below are the first two pages of a set of 1.5-inch (38 mm) square practice pages. 

Step 1 - Path within an Outline Step 2 - Tracing 
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